Practice "Three Solid Steady Tightening", To Do a Good Job of Ideological and Political Education Under the New Situation
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Abstract. The thought of "Three Strictness and Three Reality" is not only applicable to the construction of Party conduct and clean government, but also has far-reaching significance for the general public, especially for the ideological and political education in Colleges and universities and the development of contemporary college students. The ideological and political educators in Colleges and universities are the firm practitioners of the thought of "three stringent and three solid". They should make the thought of "three stringent and three solid" go deep into every student's mind through the platform of Ideological and political education classroom in Colleges and universities and moral propaganda.

Introduction

On March 9, 2014, when General Secretary Xi Jinping participated in the deliberations of the Anhui delegation to the Second Session of the Twelfth National People's Congress of the People's Republic of China, in his speech on promoting the construction of style, he mentioned the importance of "strict self-cultivation, strict use of power, strict self-discipline, and realistic work, entrepreneurship and life". Discussions are called "Three Strictness and Three Realities" speeches.

Specifically speaking, strict self-cultivation means strengthening party spirit, strengthening ideals and beliefs, enhancing moral realm, pursuing noble sentiments, consciously keeping away from low-level interests and consciously resisting unhealthy tendencies; strict use of power means adhering to the use of power for the people, exercising power according to rules and systems, and keeping power in the cage of the system. At any time, we should not pursue privileges or seek personal gains through power; strict self-discipline means that we should be respectful, cautious, diligent in self-examination, abide by Party discipline and state law, and be honest in our government; seeking truth from facts means planning careers and work from the actual point of view, so that ideas, policies and plans conform to the actual situation and conform to objective rules. Law is in line with the spirit of science, not too far-reaching, not divorced from reality; entrepreneurship is to be down-to-earth, earnest, responsible, courageous to face contradictions, good at solving problems, and strive to create achievements that can withstand the test of practice, people and history; to be a real person is to be a party, an organization and the people. To be loyal and honest to comrades, to be honest, to tell the truth, to do honest things, to be frank, to be fair and upright.

College students are precious human resources, the hope of the nation and the future of the motherland. Strengthening and improving college students' ideological and political education is the need to train qualified builders and successors of the cause of socialism with Chinese characteristics. The main task and function of colleges and universities is to train qualified talents for the Party and the state. Strengthening and improving the ideological and political education of college students is a major responsibility of colleges and universities. At present, the ideological and political education of college students is facing many new situations, problems and challenges. According to General Secretary Xi Jinping's "Three Strictness and Three Realities" instructions, strengthening and
improving the ideological and political education of college students is an objective requirement to improve the ideological and political situation of College students.

Specifically, in Colleges and universities, "three stringent and three solid" has put forward new requirements for ideological and political educators: strict self-cultivation means that ideological and political educators should strengthen the cultivation of Party spirit, guide college students to firm their ideals and beliefs, enhance their moral realm, pursue noble sentiments, and be far-reaching consciously by taking the lead in setting an example and cultivating morality. Leaving low-level interests and consciously resisting unhealthy tendencies; strictly using power means that ideological and political educators should adhere to the student-oriented principle, strictly exercise teachers' power, perform teachers' duties and carry out teaching work in accordance with school rules and regulations, and at no time do privileges or seek personal gains; strictly disciplining oneself means demanding ideological and political work. Administering educators with awe, grasping the rule, being cautious, diligent in introspection, abiding by Party discipline and national law, and being a teacher; seeking truth from facts requires ideological and political educators to plan ideological and political education from reality, so that ideas and teaching programs conform to the actual situation and ideological and political education work. The objective law, in line with the scientific spirit, is not good to be far-reaching, not divorced from the ideological reality of College students; entrepreneurship should be practical, which requires ideological and political education workers to be down-to-earth, earnest, responsible, courageous to face contradictions, good at solving problems, and strive to create achievements that can withstand the test of practice, students and history; To be honest is to ask ideological and political educators to be loyal and honest to the Party, organizations and students, to be honest, to be honest, to be honest, to be honest, to be honest, to be frank, to be fair and upright.

Strict Self-Cultivation Means That the Ideological And Political Educators Should Strengthen Their Party Spirit. They Should Lead The Students To Firm Their Ideals And Beliefs, Enhance Their Moral Realm, Pursue Noble Sentiments, Consciously Keep Away From Low-Level Tastes And Consciously Resist Unhealthy Customs And Evil Spirits By Taking The Lead In Setting An Example And Cultivating Morality.

Formalism, bureaucracy, hedonism and luxury have not been completely eradicated in some places. Specifically reflected in the investigation and research, "take a train to turn, looking through the glass. Look only at the doors and windows, not the backyard and corners; work to play the game of "cat fence shut down". Peacetime life is still surrounded by "three small": establish their own small circle, make small brothers, indulge in small hobbies. In a small circle, when something happens, "one end of the wine cup is relaxed and relaxed", and the selection of cadres "can be done with one stroke of chopsticks". Although these problems are old problems and few, they are also latent in the ranks of teachers and cadres in Colleges and universities, especially bureaucracy in management and formalism in teaching, which will affect the ideological reality and words and deeds of college students more or less, and even lead to their opposition to the ideological and political education based on preaching. Resistance. All of these put forward higher requirements for ideological and political educators.

To this end, first of all, as an ideological and political educator, political quality is the fundamental and direction. Political quality includes political standpoint, political viewpoint and so on. In the critical period of social change and in the ever-changing network era, new things and new situations emerge in endlessly. Ideological and political educators should keep up with the pace of the times, keep a clear mind at all times, consciously stand on the position of the fundamental interests of the vast majority of the people, adhere to the economic construction as the center, adhere to the four basic principles and adhere to them. Reform and opening-up. We should constantly learn to strengthen the study of Marxist theory and establish firm communist beliefs. Secondly, we should have profound knowledge of Marxist theory. Marxist-Leninist, Mao Zedong Thought and the theoretical system of
socialism with Chinese characteristics are the guideline of socialist modernization and the world outlook and methodology that an ideological and political educator should grasp. Thirdly, we should be familiar with the professional knowledge of Ideological and political education (such as the principles of Ideological and political education, the methodology of Ideological and political education, etc.) and broad cultural knowledge. Ideological and political educators should be familiar with law, history, computer, literature and other related disciplines, so as to better communicate with educators.

College students’ views on "the overall study of Marxism, Marxism and globalization, the free and all-round development of human beings, the theory and practice of Marxism and capitalism (especially contemporary capitalism), the theory and practice of Marxism and socialism, and the hot issues and achievements of foreign Marxist studies" The frontier issues of Marxist theory are mostly concerned and often not important. Therefore, we should recommend and guide the excellent works of politics, sociology, law, philosophy, history, economics and other disciplines to college students, especially the classic works of Marxism, so as to guide students to critically absorb the thinking methods, theoretical essence, academic quality and characteristics of them on the basis of careful study. Ideological nutrition.

With the deepening of reform and opening up, China's economic system has undergone profound changes, social structure has undergone profound changes, interest patterns have been constantly adjusted, and ideas and values have become increasingly diversified. True similarities have become increasingly complicated and confusing, and truth seems to be out of reach. We should clarify all kinds of seemingly self-contradictory phenomena, clarify the internal logic and mechanism between complex things, and teach them to set up philosophical thinking, critical consciousness and overall concept; guide them to understand how to use the law of unity of opposites to treat all kinds of social phenomena in two ways, and know how to remove falsehood, retain truth, and extract essence roughly. Know how to see the essence through phenomena, understand how to grasp the "degree" to conduct oneself, understand how to become a wise, steady, law-abiding, enterprising, responsible and pragmatic new citizen.

An important feature of the Internet age is the information explosion. The uneven quality of information and the difficulty of distinguishing between the true and the false entice college students to indulge in the virtual world, which greatly changes their way of thinking and life. All these easily lead to the distortion of their world outlook, outlook on life and values, and seriously affect them. Their physical and mental health. In addition, some hostile elements and anti-Chinese forces at home and abroad often use illegal propaganda and network media to infiltrate the ideology of College students, and some wrong ideas and ideological trends often affect college students, which pose a serious challenge to ideological and political education. Therefore, college students should be actively guided to learn to "dispel evil and promote good" in the news ocean, to deeply understand the ulterior motives behind malicious rumors and their social emotions of "hating officials, rich people and government", and to calmly analyze the negative news. Violent and impetuous, rational view of all kinds of deviant customs, proper handling of personal and social values, practical rationality and patriotism of civilization and so on.

**Strict Use Of Rights Means That Ideological And Political Educators Should Adhere To The Principle Of Student-Centered, Strictly Exercise Teachers ‘Power, Perform Teachers' Duties And Carry Out Teaching Work In Accordance With School Rules And Regulations, And At All Times Refrain From Pursuing Privileges Or Seeking Personal Gains Through Power.**

Individual ideological and political educators have shaken ideals and beliefs, weak sense of purpose and lax spirit; greed for fame and fortune, deception and unrealistic effect; divorce from the masses, divorce from reality and irresponsible; extravagant waste, extravagance and enjoyment, and even seek selfishness and corruption with power, without asking students’ suffering. In fact, with the increasingly fierce social competition and the accelerating pace of life, college students have become
a high incidence group of mental illness, causing widespread concern in society. Because the gap between the rich and the poor and the pressure of employment bring serious psychological pressure to students, some students from poor families bear too many expectations from society and families. The harsh reality makes students unable to realize their own ideals, resulting in serious psychological abnormalities for some students; and some students have not experienced hard life. Training, poor psychological endurance, weak willpower, coupled with weak social adaptability, cannot deal with interpersonal relationships, competition, emotions and other aspects of the relationship, resulting in interpersonal tension, confusion of value orientation, self-awareness, thus causing a variety of psychological obstacles or psychological crisis. The phenomenon of psychological problems among college students is becoming more and more serious. College students are facing increasing pressures, complex and changeable thoughts and emotions, and individual students with poor psychological endurance are even going to extremes. These special situations require that the ideological and political education in Colleges and universities must be student-oriented and targeted education and assistance to students.

1) Actively build a good teacher-student relationship and permeate emotional education in all directions.

First of all, we should give students unconditional respect, treat them equally, sincerely trust them and treat them on an equal footing, and protect their privacy and give them the greatest tolerance and understanding. Secondly, we should empathize with students and experience the rich emotions in their inner world. Thirdly, learn the art of listening. Listening can not only express respect for students, but also enable students to tell you about confusion and worries in a relaxed and trusted environment. The most successful counselors are usually the best listeners. Counselors do the work of people, but also need to strengthen the humanistic care of students. If counselors can achieve "touching people, do not precede feelings", then many ideological problems of college students are solved.

2) There is no difference between teaching and non-teaching. Individual education is the main way to solve the specific ideological problems of individual students in real life.

According to the cognitive ability and psychological characteristics of College students, we should focus on the ideological and political education from their own life experience. Visit method, demonstration method and model method can be used in education methods, and self-education and other forms of education can also be adopted in education forms. For special groups, we can draw lessons from Confucius' educational thought of "teaching without classes", and implement the principles of justice, fairness and honesty, without discrimination.

The ideological and political theory course is the closest to the ideological reality of College students, which requires that teachers in this major should have a loving heart and moral integrity, more affinity, more willing to be friends with students, more understanding and caring for college students, should also be teachers and friends, dedicated to serving students rather than high and unattainable orders. Students are respectful and distant "Mr. Teacher". College students should be correctly guided to complete the transformation from "little prince" and "little princess" to collective members, integrate into collective life, guide them to correctly view the difficulties and confusions in life, emotion and job hunting, and guide them to learn to be tolerant and friendly in dealing with interpersonal relationships, instead of "thanking students for not killing for four years". It is a thought-provoking and heartbreaking feeling to guide them to correctly handle the relationship between personal interest and professional study, study and part-time work.

3) To take students as the main body, we must understand the characteristics of students in all aspects.

Including the level of thinking, knowledge background, ideological reality, psychological characteristics, life reality, etc. From the entrance education of freshmen to the cultivation of
professional quality, we should proceed from the actual needs of students and combine the psychological characteristics of college students at different stages to carry out ideological and political education courses with rich contents, including how to adapt to university topics, lectures on interpersonal communication, guidance on the direction of professional development, and opening universities. Students' mental health education courses, college students' employment guidance courses and so on, really help students' needs, understand their difficulties, make the content of Ideological and political education conform to students' psychological characteristics, give play to the role of Ideological and political education in guiding students, educating students and inspiring students, and actively promote the content of Ideological and political education and students. The combination of management can truly realize the scientific development concept of harmonious and unified development of education and human beings.

Strict Self-Discipline Means That Ideological and Political Educators Are Required To Be Awed, To Grasp The Rule, To Be Cautious, To Be Diligent In Self-Examination, To Abide By Party Discipline And State Law, And To Be A Model For Others

Firstly, with a broad view, we use the basic standpoint, viewpoints and methods of Marxism to explain the major events at home and abroad, such as "scientific development concept, harmonious society, Chinese dream, socialism with Chinese characteristics, socialist core values, international relations and various social contradictions", in order to enhance college students' recognition of Marxism.

At the same time, we should also start from a small point of view, and list some well-known contemporary figures (such as Cui Wanzhi, Xu Benyu, Gaoming, Hong Zhanhui, etc.), vivid examples or wonderful stories to illustrate, in order to enhance the affinity and vividness of the theory. For example, when teaching harmony between man and nature, we can recommend Wolf Totem, starring Huang Xiaoming, a popular idol; when teaching love, we can recommend The Story of Capturing Demons; when teaching about ecological construction and building a resource-saving society, we can recommend the movie Tianguo; when quoting, we can recommend the movie "Warm Spring"; when teaching the Chinese Dream, they can recommend the TV documentary "Dreaming China"; when teaching social moral construction, they can recommend the film. The Days of Leaving Lei Feng; when teaching patriotism and nostalgia, we can recommend Zhang Ting's poem "An Endless Hymn to the Motherland".

Thirdly, being a teacher is a force of personality. Personal charm of Ideological and political educators is playing a more and more important role in infecting and influencing students. Therefore, educators should do a good job in the construction of teachers' morality, set up the educational thought of "building up morality and cultivating people" and set up the style of being a teacher. Ideological and political education is a special kind of education. Educators should not only have theoretical knowledge, but also have the ability to lead the practice of noble moral standards. The ideological and political educators' good self-image and personality strength is the most convincing education in itself, which requires the ideological and political educators to pay attention to self-teaching, enhance personal accomplishment and establish an excellent educational image. Every word in front of the educated can release a lot of energy, and sometimes it has silent appeal and influence even if it is not spoken. To infect and educate people with one's own personality is the key to get twice the result with half the effort in Ideological and political education.

To Seek Truth From Facts Is To Require Ideological And Political Educators To Plan Ideological And Political Education In Colleges And Universities From Reality, So That Ideas And Teaching Programs Conform To The Actual Situation, To The Objective Law Of
Ideological and Political Education, And To The Scientific Spirit. It Is Not Good To Be Farsighted and Not Divorced From the Ideological Reality of College Students

1) Concentrated education and individual education should be combined to deal with the tendentious problems affecting students’ thinking.

To the social ideological trend represented by historical nihilism, institutional negativism and theoretical abandonment, we should adopt the way of centralized education, deeply analyze its social and ideological roots, and profoundly criticize its mistakes and harmfulness. Individual students who are still "in the clouds and in the mountains" should be educated individually to find out the crux of their thoughts through in-depth discussion and good-faith inducement, to know their feelings, to move their emotions, and to weathering the rain in spring so that they can "know the true face of Lushan Mountain".

2) Strengthen the skills of psychological counseling, break through the one-way of telling the truth, and change the "injection" into the "guidance" mode.

Traditional "indoctrination" education and simple preaching methods are no longer suitable for the generation of post-90s and post-95s college students with strong personality characteristics and self-determination. In line with the principle of "introducing people to understand", we should make students know the reason, make them "know", let them have enough time and space to "understand the Tao", and then change and improve spontaneously. In this process, we should especially learn to use the skills of consulting psychology, especially pay attention to the artistry of guiding education, which will make our ideological and political education work more effective.

We should adopt flexible and diverse teaching methods, such as discussion, dialogue, lecture, reply, open, simulation and expansion. We can set up special topics or situational teaching scenarios that college students like, such as "people's livelihood issues that I care about", "How old of my motherland today", "stories of agriculture, countryside and farmers around me", "value evolution since the reform and opening up", "I and economic globalization", "changes of the times from the song style", and so on. Make keynote speeches and discussions to enable students to enter the role of research issues and make videos by themselves; organize students to participate in social Marxist education activities and guide them to participate in the flood of social changes, thereby further arousing their patriotic enthusiasm, practical passion, research interest and thinking ability.

To Be Practical In Starting A Business Is To Require Ideological And Political Educators To Be Down-To-Earth, Earnestly Practical, Dare To Assume Responsibility, Dare To Face Up To Contradictions, Be Good At Solving Problems, And Strive To Create Achievements That Can Withstand The Test Of Practice, Students And History.

Around the most concerned and sensitive focus of College students, we should not only dare to face up to the shortcomings of the body system and acknowledge the shortcomings, mistakes and problems in our work, but also rationally explain the objective historical reasons for their formation, properly point out the direction of progress and development prospects, and be good at positive teaching and telling them. Everything has its advantages and disadvantages, any progress is a process, any effort is on the road, any career cannot be accomplished overnight, guide them to actively look forward and constructive thinking; both must be targeted to guide students to use Marxist thinking rationality to treat various social problems, give the right reason. sex, clangorous and forceful positive response, a clear criticism of the false, evil and ugly; but also through a variety of warm news (such as a promising father and son debt repayment, son and father debt repayment, etc.) to actively disseminate positive energy, praise the truth, goodness and beauty. At the same time, we should also recommend some excellent books (such as "Ordinary World", biographies of celebrities and inspirational stories of contemporary figures), websites and forums (such as People's Network, Powerful Country Forum), channels (CCTV Science and Education Channel) and articles that are healthy and upward,
ideological and artistic. Art programs (such as "China Dream Show", "Moving China", "Lecture Starting", "Bright Sword", "Zhongtian Suspended Sword", "Dao Cut to the Ghost's Head", "Red Cradle" and other war-themed TV dramas, "National Army Anti-Japanese War Documentary", "An Inch of Jiangshan One Inch of Blood" and other documentaries).

To Be Honest Is To Ask Ideological And Political Educators To Be Loyal And Honest To The Party, The Organization And The Students, To Be Honest, To Tell The Truth, To Do The Truth, To Be Frank, To Be Fair And Upright

We should closely focus on the theme of "good Communist Party of China, good socialism, good reform and opening up, great motherland and good people of all nationalities". We should enrich the knowledge and theories of China's development history, traditional Chinese culture, scientific development concept, Chinese dream and "four comprehensiveness" into the teaching content at the right time, and form our own new ones at the right time. Teaching content system.

1) To say "Standard " is not a joke or a nonsense, but a historical issue. Through the analysis of a large number of historical facts and a comparative study of the history of China and the West, it is particularly important to clarify some historical events and figures that were flickering, ambiguous and even black-and-white inversion in the past so as to face up to them, and then objectively expound the historical inevitability of the new democratic revolution and the socialist revolution.

2) Guiding students to “look at reality” instead of avoiding or avoiding it. Guiding students to learn the principle of proceeding from reality and acting according to their abilities, to correctly treat various practical problems, and to learn the methodology of "solving problems in development by means of development". In the process of developing the socialist market economy, individualism, money worship and hedonism are becoming more and more rampant, and confusion such as fraud, profit-seeking, and eager for quick success and instant benefit is flourishing. Therefore, we should guide students to learn how to use Marxism, especially philosophy, to reveal the essence of these disorders, to establish a correct outlook on life and values, and to make due contributions to the country and society.

3) To "Correctly" understand the Marxist problem is not a misunderstanding, let alone a misinterpretation. Scientific interpretation of the intrinsic relationship between Marxism and socialism with Chinese characteristics, scientific interpretation of the relationship and difference between socialism with Chinese characteristics and democratic socialism, earnestly achieving theoretical self-confidence, road self-confidence and system self-confidence, and earnestly strengthening the belief of Marxism, communism, and socialism will win confidence and The trust of the Party and the government.
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